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INTRODUCTIOI! 
In 1577 a new fishery began to develop off the coast. of 
southern California. Long gill nets, drifted near the surface 
in the deep offshore waters, were being used successfully in 
landing pelagic sharks, primarily threshers. Recent increases 
in the retail demand for fish had led wholesale buyers to look 
for new sources of fish protein. Shark meat looked promising to 
many buyers. Aided by the public's rekindled fascination for 
sharks, the timing seemed favorable for introducing sharks as 
h w  food. Word spread that wholesalers were willing to pay a good 
price for sharks. This created what appeared to many commercial 
fishermen to be the beginning of a bonanza. 
The new shark fi~ihery grew rapidly. The number of vessels 
engaged in offshore drift gill net operations grew from about 15 
in 1977 to approximately 230 by 1984. 
Fishery biologists have expressed concern over the rapid 
expansion of the commercial shark fleet. Historically, shark 
fisheries have tended to decline after their initial success, 
due' principally to slow growth and reproductive rates which seem 
to characterize sharks as a group. Ferhaps the new thresher 
shark fishery might also be subject to a similar decline. 
'C Bioloqists were not the only ones who looked on the new 
industry with concern. Among sport fishermen and conservation 
groups, rumors of marlin, whales, and seals taken by the 
hundreds became commonplace. 
Concern spread among the traditional swordfish harpoon 
fleet that landings by drift gill nets might glut the swordfish 
markets, driving prices down to the point that harpooners could 
no longer compete. Some harpooners voiced fears that drift gill 
nets might even overfish the swordfish stocks, causing serious 
declines in the availability of fish. 
Some conservation groups sought to ban the use of all gill 
nets, feeling that gill nets are inherently indiscriminant in 
what they catch and that the benefits derived from their use is 
always over-shadowed by the waste of marine life resulting from 
their use. 
In September of 1580, the Legislature enacted Assembly Bill 
i 2564 (Kapiloff), which directed the Department of Fish and Game 
%w to conduct a study of the drift gill net shark fishery. The 
purpose of the study was to determine what impact the use of 
drift gill nets might have on existing fisheries or upon other 
members of the local marine community such as whales, dolphins, 
and seals. The final report of that study "Pelagic Shark/Sword- 
fish Drift Gill Net Fishery Management Information Document" was 
sent to the California Legislature in January 1983. 
In September 1982, the Legislature enacted Senate Bill 1573 
(Eeverly), directing the Department of Fish and Game to continue 
monitciring the drift gill net fishery. It also directed, that a 
further study be conducted on the status of the thresher shark 
and swordfish resources off California and on the effects of the 
fishery on other resources. A report on this study would be 
hm" 
prepared and delivered to the Legislature on or before January 
1, 1985. The study was conducted. This is the report on that 
work. 
DESCRIPTION OF DRIFT GILL NET FISHERY 
The California drift gill net fleet targets on pelagic 
sharks (common thresher, Alopias vulpinus; bonito shark, Isurus 
oxyrinchus); swordfish, Xiphias qladius; and opah, Lampris 
* 
reaius, in the deeper waters surrounding the Channel Islands 
chain off southern California and along the continental slopes 
off central California as far north as San Francisco (Figure 1). 
The Fishinu Gear and Its Use 
The basic gear for drift gill net operations includes a 
hydraulically driven spool or drum on which the net may be 
rolled. The spool is most often located on the stern of the 
vessel. 
Since the net is layed out and retrieved over the stern, 
W there is a danger of wrapping the net around the prop. In order 
to avoid this happening, a guard railing, constructed of some 
corrosion-resistant material, such as galvanized steel tubing, 
is lowered into the water during fishing operations. 
The net is const.ruct.ed from nylon twine of a size usually 
No. 18 or larger. No. 36 twine is sometimes used on the largest 
mesh nets. The mesh sizes of nets used in this fishery may 
range from 14 inches to 20 inches stretched. Mesh sizes of 16 
inches and 18 inches seem to be favored. Most nets range from 
10 to 20 fathoms in depth and may be as long as 1000 fathoms. 
When fished, the drift gill net hangs vertically in the 
water column, stretched between a buoyant "cork line" on one 
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side and a "lead line" on the other (Figure 2). The net is 
attached to the cork line by a series of loops and knots, called 
*.- 
"hangings", which are fashioned with nylon twine. Enough net is 
ga-thered into the manner one would hang window draperies. Thus 
gathered, the nets entangling characteristics are improved. The 
D 
entire net is suspended by a series of floats, attached at 
intervals of about 10 fathoms. The floats are attached to the 
"cork line" via extension lines, usually ranging from 1 to 3 
fathoms in length. As a result, the net is suspended beneath 
the surface commensurate with the length of these extensions. 
When fishing, the boat remains attached to the net at one 
end. Attached to the opposite end of the net is a buoy, on 
which a strobe light and radar are mounted. Occasionally, a 
boat may be detached fi-om the net and switch to opposite ends. 
w This is done in an effort to keep t.he drifting net in a straight 
line, as currents will sometimes cause the net to wrap around 
itself. 
Localitv and Season 
Drift net fishing operations are restricted by law to 
nighttime hours only. These nets are fished from May 1 through 
January 31. Some closed areas do exist in southern California 
waters during certain portions of the season (Figure 3). 
Until 1982 drift net fleet activities remained in the area 
south of Pt. Conception to the Mexican Border. In the summer of 
3982, drift gill net operations began to expand northward to 
Morro Bay (Figure 1). Over the last two years as many as 30 
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ves~els havs successfully fished waters as far north as San 
1' Francisco. Recent legislation ( A . E .  3387, Farr) established 35 
w 
additional permits for the use of drift gill nets in taking 
swordfish, to be used exclusively north of Ft. Arguello. All 
drift gill net operations north of Ft. Ccnception are severely 
* 
limited by sea conditions. Such fishing is generally limited to 
larger vessels. 
The drift gill net fleet has undergone a rapid expansion 
f rom 15 participating vessels in 1977 to the current level of 
about 230. A.B. 3387 should bring the total to around 265. 
Aside fraa the dramatic increases in the ex-vessel price of 
thresher and bonito sharks, the discovery that large mesh drift 
gill nets provided an efficient method of taking sw~rdfish, 
'CI served to fuel that sudden expansion. As recently as last year 
another market has developed for a prior incidental by-product 
of this fishery, o~ah. This new market has further increased 
the attractiveness of this fishery. 
Landinss 
Eefore the development of the drift gill net fishery land- 
ings of various shark species in California were themselves 
little more than incidental biproducts of other fisheries. 
Until recently, the only exception was the soupfin shark fish- 
ery, which began in 1937 and continued for a period of approxi- 
mately 10 years (Figure 4 ) .  Even so, it was not the shark's 
flesh which prompted this fishery. It was the high concentwa- 
I '  tion of vitamin k in the soupfin's enormous liver that led to 
w v  
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\/ the demand for this species. When vitamin A was synthesized in 
a laboratory, following the end of World War 11, the soupfin 
fishery collapsed just as suddenly as it had begun 10 years 
prior. 
a 
During the 1370's the rising cost of red meat and a growing 
public awareness of the health benefits of decreasing one's 
animal fat consumption, contributed to an increase in consumer 
demand for fresh fish. As this demand grew, wholesale fish 
dealers began to look for new sources of fish protein. An 
interest in sharks was renewed once again, this time for their 
food value. 
Over the period from 1974 1583 shark, landings 
increased from less than 500,000 to over 3,900,000 pounds 
'1Cy annually (Table 1). The common thresher shark, the most sought 
after shark species, accounted for the majority of the increase 
in overall shark landings (Table 2 ) .  
Although not its primary target, the increasing use of 
drift gill nets brought ahout a subsequent increase in bonito 
shark Landings as well (Table 3 ) .  
Landings of two other thresher shark species, the big-eye 
thresher and the pelagic thresher were recorded for the first 
time at commercial wholesale markets. Both have met with 
limited market success to date. As a result, landings of these 
two by the California Fleet have been relatively insignificant. 
In addition to these shark species, it was quickly discovered 
t' that during the late summer and fall months large mesh drift 
'cV gill nets become an effective means for landing swordfish. 
Swordfish landinqs by drift gill nets have increased over the 
'cv last several years to the point where this gear today accounts 
for approximately 90% of w e s t  coast swordfish landing; (Table 4 
a , b ) .  
Recorded landings of opah have increased as the market for 
this unusual fish developed (Table 5). 
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Yezr Pounds l a n d c d  
................................ f 1974 497,359. 
C 1975 * .... i........................ 533,954 
- 1976 ............................... 862,204 
- 1977  .............................. 1,279,'884 
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1972: .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,1,65OJ-08G 
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.............................. 2,21S,4G2 
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?ABLE 2 .  Curnii~n Thresher shark lanclngs in a l l  of Cal i fo rn i a  fron 
1977 to 1983 
4 Year Pounds l a n d e d  
a - 1 9 7 7  .............................. 1 2 9 , 5 2 2  
. . 
.............................. 1978 302,073 
:,TA?iLE 3 .  Bonito Shark landings-in all of C a l i f o r n i a  from 1977 to 
. . 'TABLE.,4.a. Swordfish landings i n  a l l  of  C a l i f o r n i a  f r o n  1974 t o  1983 
8 .  . . Year ' Founds landeci 
TABLE 4.b. idurher of Swordfish landed  i n  a l l  of C a l i f o r n i a  & gear category 
hw 
from 1980 t o  W 
Year Harpoon G i l l  n e t  
1984 as of October. &&8 ............... p&p 
S'r 2372 331'8-f 
8t 23% 1 gad q$-g 
r b g z  12,oSl 
l r  4 3  i , 2 3 6  
TABLE 5. Op landings  i n  a l l  California from 1 9 8 1 t o  1983 
Year Pounds landed 
OTHER FIEFERIES COXPETLIJG F O R  THZ S E E  F',E?OIJRCE 
Hat-puon Fishery 
Since the turn of the century, the traditional method nf 
taking swordfish off southern California hzs been with the ur: 
of the hand-held harpoon. 
Vessels engaged in swordfi~h harpooning are equipped with 
several items, some of which are unique to this fishery. Frob- 
ably the most prominent feature which typifies a harpoon vessel 
is the "planlc". The plank is a long scaffolding 20 to 30 feet 
in-lenqth extending from the bow. The plank may be raised when 
traveling, particularly if seas are rough, or lowered into 
position when the ve~sel's crew is actively hunting swordfist, 
(Figure 5). At the end of the plank is a small platform, termed 
the "pulpit", on which the harpooner stands when the vessel is 
"running" a fish. 
Most of a fishermen's day is spent trying to visually 
locate a fish at the water's surface. As an aid in locating 
fish, a second platform, or "crow's nest", located high on the 
vessel's mast is occupied during most of a fishing day. From 
the crow's nest a person can scan the nearby ocean surface for 
signs of "finninq". Binoculars are used to aid in the search. 
"The harpoon is constructed of light-weight materials, so 
that a fisherman can respond quickly to sudden changes in 
direction of these fast-moving fish. The shaft is usually mado 
of thin wall, tubular steel conduit, about 12 feet long and 

1 118-inches in diameter. Into the shaft is tapped an 18-by 
3/8-inch "lilly rod", to which is affixed a 4-inch detachable 
'Or, 
dart made of brass. Spliced to the dart is about 120 feet of 
1/4-inch nylon line. To that is spliced 600 feet of 5/5-inch 
manila rope.  Some fishermen have switched to heavy n y l ~ n  line 
# 
for strenqth, but manila is the traditional material. It wears 
out move quickly than nylon, but its use continues, due 
repor-ted.ly to the greater drag it provides in exhausting the 
fish. To this line are attached three, or four buoys and a 
floating marker-flag made from an 8-foot section of bamboo, 
weighted and buoyed so that it floats upright with the vessel's 
pennant st the t o p  and is visible from a considerable distance. 
Once the harpoon has been t.hrown, the dart. firmly set, and 
the shaft retrieved, line, buoys, and flag are thrown overboard 
hw to allov the fish to wear itself out while the vessel. searches 
for more swordfish. 
It usually requires about 2 hours for a swordfish to tire. 
When their engery reserves are finally depleted, swordfish are 
hoisted aboard with the vessel's boom." &/ 
1/ Jack Stuster, Pacific Fishing Maqazine, February 1581. 
- 
(- The use of aircvaft in the harpoon fishery to locate 
b+ swordfish began in the early 1570s. The success of vessels 
using aircraft (assisted boats), compared to unassisted boats, 
promoted use of aircraft. Bztween 1974 and 1975, the number of 
assisted boats increased from 25 to 8 9 .  The number of aircrsft 
used fulltimc in the fishery was approximately 20. The 
remainder werc used priaarily on weekends. 
Tne increased use of aircraft. resulted in increased compe- 
tition and csnflict between those comr~ercial harpoon fishermen 
not using sircraft. Sportfishermen joinnd those harpoon fisher- 
men who di2 not =ant the aircraft in attempting to prohibit its 
use. In the 1973-74 session, the California Legislature dele- 
gated t.o t h ~  California Fish and Game Commission the authority 
to manage the harpoon fishery. In 1574, the Commission voted to 
urV 
prohibit use of the aircraft, effective June ZR, 1976. In 
November 1976, the restriction was relaxed to allow aircraft to 
be used outside a 5-mile radius of the fishing boat. In 1577 
the lir.ik was increased to 10 miles. In August 1984, the 
California Fish and Cams Commission rescinded the ban on the use 
of aircraft in an effort to make harpu~ning more competitive. 
The California harpoon fishery is primarily a summer/fall 
fishery with the majority of effort expended between June and 
November. During the seasons when swordfish are not available, 
or are available only in limited amounts, many of the fulltimc 
and some part-time swordfish fishermen shift their fishing 
operations to o the r  species or t a k e  shore-side jobs, 0 t h ~ ~  
species pursued a r e  primarily albacore (0-120 days per season 
b' 
per beat), rockfish (0-65 days per b o a t ) ,  and occasionally sea 
bass, halibut, salmon or bottomfish. The swordfish and albacor-7: 
seasons are almost coincidental. However, the former is p r i ~ n s r -  
ily an inshore fishery while the latter is offshore. Must 8 
swordfish fishermen prefer swordfish to albacore fishing and 
will &witch to albacoz-e fishing only when swordfish ars unavail- 
able arid albacore are abundant. 
The swordfish harpocln f istipry 0perat.e~ in the watcrs 
between Santa Earbara and the Mexican border (Figure 6 ) .  
Japan, Korea and Taiwan are the major foreign nations tak- 
ing hillfish and sharks in the Pacific Ocean. These countries, 
'0- using longline, take the majority of the total billfish catch in 
the Pacific. Tne Japanese longline fishery ex~anded into parts 
of the eastern Farific in 1956 (Joseph, et al., 1972). Since 
then, the fishery has expanded throuqhout the east,ern Pacific 
and h3s remained far the large part a Ja~anese operation, with 
some participation by Koreans and Taiwanese in recent years. 
The longline ueal- consists of a long steel wire, often €0 
nauticai miles in length, suspended by buoys every 250 meters. 
The longline hanqs from these buoys via extension of 10 meters 
length. i-ranging from the longline at intervals of about 45 
meters arc leaders, themselves 24 meters in length, to which a 
baited hook is attached. All totaled, as many as 2,500 hooks 

( might be suspended from one unit of gear. Squid and mackerel 
QW are used as bait. This fishery operates mainly during the 
daylight hours. 
The total long?.ine fleet is comprised of approximat~ly 
2,150 vessels; 1,500 Japanese, 300 Korean and 350 Taiwanese. I 
Tfie longline fishery is directed at tunas with billfish taken 
incidentally; appraxintately 15-20% of the total number of fish 
(tuw and billfish) t3ken by longliners in the Facific arc 
billfish. However, in certain parts of the Facific catch rates 
of billfish are hiqh, and longlines are directed specifically at 
these spscies (Ueyanagi, 15641. One such area is the eastern 
Pacific ( e a s t  of 14G W) off Mexico and Central America wki~re the 
longlins cztch rate, are among the highest in the Facific for 
striped ~ s r l i n  and sailfish. Swordfish has been the target 
'l.r 
species in the area nortl- west of the tip of Baja California and 
occasionally to the southeast. Billfish make up about 30% of 
the longline catch in number (average for 1963-76) in this area. 
Most 1onglinir.g within the eastern Facific occurs between 
30 N and 30 S latitude with virtually no fishing north of 30 N 
latitude and off the United States' West Coast. In 1975, 
records indicate Japanese tuna longliners fished within 200 
miles of the West coast. In that year, about 49,OO hooks were 
set in August and December, and 470 albacore, 30 bigeye tuna and 
7 swordfish were caught. 
The foreign longline fleets are the major consumers of 
swordfish in the Facific (Figures 7a,b). 
annual. avzragc = 10 m i l l i o n  ?o.-rnds 
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Califarnia Sn_ot-t Swordfish Fishery 
Rod-and-reel fishermen consider zwordfish one of the mo:;t 
desirable big game trophy fish. %he Tuna club (Avalonl has 
nizintained records since 1893 and recorded the first swordfir-;:ri 
taken with rod and reel in August 1913 (Tuna Club 1948). ~ r i o ;  
to 1971 sportfishermen were permitted to take swordfish by both 
rod and reel and harpson. In that year the Fish and Game 
Ccxmission declared that ~wordfi5h could be taken oniy by 
hcok-2nd-line with a sportfishing licenie, and that harpoon 
fishing required a cor.mercia1 license. 
Club records indicate an average (1967-80) annu~l catch of 
swc~rdfish by rod-and-reel fishery of 29  fish, a n~c;-liqiblc 
number compared to total Facific, eastern Pacific, or commercial 
w Cslifaxiia catches. T ~ E  peak catch 1130 fish) was taken in 1978 
(Figure 8 ) .  
Tie rod-and-reel fishery for swordfish in Caifornia 
operates betwzen Santa Barbara in the north and 60-Mile Bank (32 
U l ' I i ,  Ile 12 W) in the south. Hithin this range, most rod-and- 
reel catches are made in the same areas as harpoon catches. ?Tie 
fishery extends from May through December. 

BIOLOGIC-% I N F O R ~ ~ A T I O i J  AND STATUS OF STOCf;S 
Ttie common thresher- shark is an inhabitant of most temper-ate 
and subtropical waters, including the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian 
Oc?ans, and the Mediteranean and Red Seas. 
In the eastern Pacific it 'has been reported from Vancou-.er- 
Island to Chile, although it seems likely that the stocks arc 
discontinous across the equatorial regions. 
During the 19E2-E3 warm water episode known as "El Nino" the= 
c-c~n thresher shark appeared to be almost totally absent frorn 
'uv southern California waters. Instead another thresher specie5 
Alopias pelaaicus, which is known to be found in warmer waters 
appeared to have displaced the common thresher to waters farther 
to the north. This shift in the normal di~tribution as a result 
of "El Nino" would suggest that the southern limit of the common 
threshsrs distribution does not lie far to the south of the 
California/Mexican border. 
One survey of oceanic sharks indicated that the thresher is 
abundant in nearshore waters only (Strasburg, 1558). 
Aye and Growth 
Studies of the age and growth of the thresher shark have 
included couzts of rings and bands within the vertebrae and 
analysis of the relationship between length and weight. 
Through the impregnation of silver nitrate and x-radio~uapk~y, 
circuli (rings and bands) have been delineated. From the relatian- 
ship between the number of circuli and the length of the fish from 
which it came, a prelimicary growth curve (Figure 9) has been gen- 
erated (Cailliet, et. al., 15831. This curve combines male and 
female thresher, and therefore, shuuld be viewed as first 
approximation only. 
The relationship between fork length and dressed weight, 
b W=aL , was fit to ~arnple data from southern California by Bedfurd 
Lr (19EZ!, resulting in the following parameters: 
Combining estimates of length at age and the fork 
length/dressed weight relationship from southern California yields 
(Table 6). 
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b Table 6 .  Estimates af Age, Length and Weiaht for Triresher Sharks  
from the Eastern Facific Ocean (Combined S e x e s ) .  
. Acre For!: L3nuth (rnxr~)  Dressed Heiqht ( 1Sc,L 
A t  present, there are no est . inates of natural or fishing 
mortality rates far the thresher shark in the Pacific Ocean. 
Natu ra l  morality is assumed t.o be quite low, since both 
'Py .growth and reproductive rates are low. Thresher sharks are born  
alive and are already about 1500 mm total length at birth. A3 a 
result, predation =?on juvenile threshers is likely to be ' m i n i ~ i a l .  
Aside from man's activities, the only other observed predator of 
young threshers in southern California wat.ers come from a single 
observation of twa new born pups in the stomach of a large bonito 
shark (approximately 7 feet in length). 
Even food does not seem to be an immediate p~-oblem for 
newborn threshers. At birth, their stomachs are distended by a 
mass of yolk material consumed while still in the uterus (Bedford, 
In the  north eastern Pa.cif ic ,  pupping appears to occur 
antrally during t b ~  spring months of March - June. Gesta t io r l  
'ru lasts about 9 months, so mating must take place about July - 
August (Eedfora, ~canuscript). 
Female threskr-s o f f  our coast mature at approxirna.;~!y 2 2 0 0  
xam fork length (Ee.dford, manuscript). In accordance to the a 
previously discus~ed growth curve (Figure 91,  this length would 
rorrespond to an age of 7 years. 
A pregnant fenale will typically carry four young. In a 
study conducted c;Ef southern California, all mature females 
examined durinq thp early spring were pregnant. The nurnber of 
male and females in the population off southern California cppears 
to be equal ( Eedfcxd , manuscript ) . 
Adults are pelagic and are considered to be highly migratory. 
k 
One individual taqged off Cape Hatteras, South Carolina was 
recovered off Cuha, approximately 850 nautical miles away. Larq~ 
numbers of threshers taken off the coast of California carry 
Japanese longline hooks, indicating an orgin outside thn U . S .  
Fishery Conserv~kion Zone. 
Both adult and subadult threshers seasonally congregate in 
inshore waters off southern California. The greatest concentra- 
tions occur durhg spring and summer months. Large threshers have 
been taken by g i l l  nets off the Columbia River in October (Kurt 
kchanan, Washington hpt. of Fisheries, Pers Comm). 
Stock Structure 
hw There i~ almost no information available concerning thc stock 
structure of kbe coziinon thresher shark. Differences in thz size 
at xkturitr snd the number- cf offspring, betveen that r e p a - t - ~ d  5 y  
Gubanov flS7E) for Indian Ocean threshers and Strasburg (1958) f g r  
a thresher from the tropical central Pacific, and those occurrinq 
off south~rn Calif~rnia, suggest that separate stocks do exist. P. 
thresher tagging procram is underc~ay in California, but it is too 
e&rly yet. for any oeaningful return. 
Stnzk Status 
As ezk-ly as 1581 it was recognized that the portion of the 
conzon thresher s k a r k  stock that provided the southern Cal.iforni~ 
drift giLl r ~ e t  fishery contained far t c a  few.adult fish to r e p r e -  
sent a sustainable population. The future of the thresher shark 
ruL fishery depended an the rnaynitude and distribution of the stock, 
or stocks as a wh~Pe. Neither of these key elements were known. 
If the distribution of this species was truely oceanic and if 
th2  inni~k-ation rate, thrcugh normal migratory behavisr was high 
enouqh, i.hen a considerable harvest off the coast of California 
~iqht be sustained indefinitely. 
On the other hand of the distributicn was limited, so that 
the Califarnia fishery had access to a large portion of the 
existing stock on a seasonal basis, then this stock would begin to 
shuw s i w s  of decline within a relatively few years and current 
levels of harvest w ~ u l d  not be maintained. 
Over the last two years, a tagging study has been underway in 
f 
e an effort to gain direct evidence of distribution and migratory 
pstkerns,  but it will likely be several more years befarc any 
de2initivc conclusions can be reached. At the current time, t h z z e  
is still no direct e v i d e n c e  of migratory patterns or for the 
L 
existence of an oceanic distribution. 
Corzcn khresher shark landings reached a peak in 1352 ar;d 
have declined slightly since then (Figure 10). However, a s l ~ i l ; i r  
* 
t r ~ n d  can be seen in total fishing effort, which could account fc1:- 
the adjuztm~nt in landings data (Figure 11). (For further 
explanation on the develo~ment of the population indices, see 
Appendix A). 
Tvs agproachss have been uzed. in creating a CFUE index. The 
first uses the sub~ission of a landing receipt as an indicatol- of 
the coepletion af a fishing trip. This approximation assuxes that 
one receipt equals one fishin7 trip. This allows a unit of 
effort, ie; a fisFiing trip, to be t r a c e d  back to as early as 1977, 
b by sinp2y countin.; the number of receipts submitted by wholesale 
fish buyers. Exhen the total catch in a given year is divided Ly 
the nurrisr of receipts submitted for that year, a pattern of 
awtual CfUE emerges (Figure 12) which shows an increasing trend 
through 1980 and a descreasing trend since then. The period 
1977-1SB0 shows an expected occurrence sometimes referred to as a 
"learning curve". This just mean; that when a new fishery 
develc~ps the participants improve their skills initially as they 
learn t u  fish, resulting in an increase in fish taken for a given 
effort expended. Following 1980 the decrease in subsequent years 
can be attributed to a decline in avalability of fish, possibly as 
a result of fishing pressure. 
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However, this first index of CPUE suffered from a dependence 
i on two major assumptions. First there was the reliance on landing 
bf receipts as proxy for fishing effort. A receipt may well be a 
reliable indicator of a completed trip, but it says nothing a5out  
the length of that trip. There is an assumption that trip lt'n.?th 
is well standardized throughout the fleet and that the nuxber of 
days a given vessel will fish has not changed since the inception 
of this fishery in 1377. The second problem arises from the fact 
th&t the drift- gill net fishery is a multi-species fishery. It 
seeks to take =wordfish as well as thresher sharks. It is likcly 
that some of the receipts used to estimate fishing effort resulted 
from fishing t.rips where the targeted species was swordfish, not. 
thk-es1:er sharks. It is not clear- whether there are any real 
differences in techzique between these activities, but it would be 
preferable, where possible, to isolate these activities when 
%v 
const.ructing an index of CPUE. 
To elimate these troublesnme assumptions a second i n d ~ s  was 
constructed in the fall of 1934. A logbook system which began in 
1980 could now provide 4 years of reliable effort data in terms of 
days actually fished. To further eliminate any bias introduced 
through the inclusion of swordfish effort, the months May through 
July were selected for comparison of one year to the next. This 
time period is normally the peak of the thresher shark season and 
does not yet include landings of swordfish. Selection of these 
months has the further advantage of avoiding bias introduced in 
later years by the expansion of the fishery into more northlg 
waters during later months of the season. 
f 
This ne:d index (Figure 13) shows a rather sharp decline in 
CFUE after 1481, b u k  s~erns to have stabilized since then. It 
t stiould be naked t h t  5t was during the period 1580-1581 that the 
hw+ fleet under trfsnt its most rapid expansion. That sudden expansion 
resulted in a doubling of fishing effort. Prior to thnt r a p i ~  
increase in fishing pmssure the thresher shark stc~ck could ha-:e 
still been thoughk of as a relatively "virgin stock". This b 
decrease in CFUE is not unexpected then and should not, in itself, 
be taken as great cause for alarm. The question remains to be 
answered t ~ h ~ c h e r  this index can be sustained at thepresent level. 
The final m~asut-E of the status of the common thresher shark 
population offers evidence which is cause for immediate concern. 
Length-frequsncy histcqrams developed for the years 1981 through 
1954 shox a pronaearired shifting in the age or size classes of fish 
taken by the drift gill net fishery. The same picture emerges for 
hw both total season histograms (Figure 141, or for those limited to 
the period M3y through July (Figure 15). In either case the move 
towards smaller fish and an apparent convergence towards fewer age 
classes represented. in the catch was evident in the 1983 sampling. 
But it is the 1984 samplinq which causes the greatest alarm and 
leads one to wondsr if the thresher shark fishery may be showing 
signs of decline, 
It is not knozn how the warm-water episode of 1983 called "El 
Nino" may have affected thresher migratory patterns. Perhsps it 
caused shifting of the center of distribution over the entire 
stock. This is a possibility which cannot be entirely dismissed. 
There is some eviOence which tends to support this idea. Newborn 
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Figure 14. Length fire- 
quency h i s  tograms 
f o r  common th reshe r  
shark  1981 through 
1984 seasons.  
THtESHER SHdRK 1981 MY-JULY 
rh 
THRESHER SHtiRK 1982 MRY - JULY 
i 
THRESHER SHRRK 1984 HRY - JULY 
56-1 Figure  15.  Length f r e  
quency h i s  tograms 
f o r  common thre- 
s h e r  sha rk ,  from 
1981 t o  1984 peak 
season  d a t a  (May 
t o  J u l y ) .  
NTERNRTE LENGTH (MI) 
threshers, which are typically found in the inshore watci-s along 
the Los Angel~s, Ventura and Santa Barbara County coastlines have 
hW been caught in the last two summers as far north as San Francisco. 
If a wide spread shifting has taken place, then all of thr pop~l3 . -  
tian indices could hzve bcen influenced. 
In conclusion, analysis of total catch data, CPUE and m 
length-frequency histograms indicate that the thresher shar-k s tock  
or stocks, which are the basis of the Califcrnia drift gill net 
s t a r k  fishery, may be in a precarious condition. DJo further 
expanzio2 of the current shark fishery should be contemplated at 
this time. A plan for the reduction of t~tal fishing effort 
should be given serious consideration, as implementation of such a 
plan may becone rlecessary if the current. trend in the avz.ilzhle 
poprtlatir~i; indices continues to show sisns of decline. 
* 
Rec~mmendations for effoi-t reduction options are listed in 
Appendix B. 
Bonita Shark (Isurus oxyrinchxs) 
? 
1 
hvf Distributi~n 
The bonito (makoi shark is an inhabitant of warm and 
tezperate crcsans of the world (Biqslow and Schroder, 15.18). 
In the eastern Facific, it has been reported from Chile to 
the Colunbia River, including the Gulf of California (Miller and 
Lea, 1972). 
The bonito shark is pelagic and may be found in nearshore arid 
open-ocean waters. 
Age and G r s t - a  
. Studies of the age and qrowth of the b~nit0 E ~ Z I - k  13~12 
included counts of rings and bands wit.hin the vertebrae, analysis 
of length-frequency data and tag-recapture.dsta. 
Through the impregnation of silver nitrate and illumiriaticln 
hwf by strong t.i-ansmitted light, circuli (rings and bands) have been 
delineated. From the relationship between the number of circuli 
and the length of the fish from which it came, a growth curve 
(Fiqure 16) has been generated (Fratt and Casey, lsS3). 
mi-t.al it-; 
At present, there are no estimate; of natural or fishinq m o u -  
tality rates for t.he bonito shark in the Pacific Ocean.' 
Reproduct.ion 
The nurber of pups born to a bonito shark appears to ranqe 
from 2 to 10 (Bigelow and Scnroeder, 1548; Gubanov, 1578). The 
length of gestation has been estimated to be about 1 gear, partur- 
ition oceurrinq in the late spring (PL-att and Casey, 1983). 
+' 
'i- 
Estimates af tke length at maturity range between 1890 L.T, 
total lenqth for male+ to 2800 mm total length f o r  feecalcs 
(Stevens, 1983; Gutaanoo, 1973). In accordance with tile provio~~rly 
discussed growth curve (Figure 161, a length of lEOO mm G?I'uICI 
cox-respond to an age of 2 years. R length of 28C~0 mm w a z u l d  
CGZ-respond to an aq? of 8 years. 
M i q r - a t  ion 
Adults are pelagic and a r e  considered to be highly migratory, 
although little is known of their movements. Off Californit? they 
appear to be most akundant during the  warmer summer months. 
Stock Structure 
There is almost no information available concerning the stocl; 
structure of the bonito shark. Differences in the number mi 
cifsprinq reported by Gubanov (157.2) for Indian Ocean sharks and 
by Bigelow and Schroeder (1948) from Alantic Ocean specimens 
'cc*- 
suqqest that separate stocks do exist. 
Stock S t a t 3 5  
- 
Ther-e is currently no evidence available to aesess the status 
of that stock of bonito sharks xhich occurs off southern 
California. It is very unlikely that the California shark fishery 
could have any significant impact on bonito shark stocks sinre 
this fish is known to be distributed throughout the temperate and 
sub-tropical Pacific Ocean. This is a highly migratory, oceanic 
species. 

Swordfish ( X i p h i a s  sladius) 1 
Vlrr DistriLu5iun 
Swordfish ( X f v n i a s  czladius) are distributed throu9hcut the 
tro~ical and temperate waters of the Pacific, Indian, and Atlantic 
e 
Oceans, and the Mediteranean Sea. Principle commercial fishing 
grounds are  l~cated in the northwesteun Facific, off the Pacific 
Coast between the United States and Peru, in the Arabian Sea, off 
the Atlantic Coast between Newfoundland and Florida, off southern 
Brazil, and the Gulf of Guinea. 
Catch per unit effort (CTUE) statistics for the Japanese 
ic~ngline fishery indicate that swordfish are distributed in the 
Pacific Ocean between 50 N and 50 S latitudes. Distribution is 
not unifcrrc; are25 of appat-cnt concentration are in the North 
* Facific ( 2 0  -45 Ni, in the eastern Facific from California to 
Chile, and in the southwestern Pacific from Australia to New 
Zealand (Figure 17). 
Seasonally, lnngline catches are greatest in the fall and 
winter ~unths in the central north Pacific and in the suxzmer 
months in the eastern and southwestern Pacific. 
Swordfish occur within all portions of the U.S. Fisheries 
Conservation Zone ( F C Z )  in the Pacific Ocean except that portion 
off Alaska. They are taken in appreciable numbers only in that 
portion of the FCZ off California. Greatest catches in this ares 
are made during sunnier, fall, and early winter months. 
Swordfish are distributed vertically between the surface, 
where they are caupht by harpoon, rod-and-upel, handline and qill 
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XIEX fishing, and at; 1 , ~ a s t  2168 feet, at which depth in t h o  
At3.antic Ocean an individual was accidentally captured by a 
' 
rezearch subnarine [Letter fi-om Klawe to Sharp, November 22, 
AT? -- arid Gro;+-th 
Investigati~ns of the growth of swordfish in the P a c i f i . ~  1 2 ~ ~ 2  
izcluded analysis cf length frequency and lenqthlweight data. 
Agc at l ena tn  was estimated by analysis of the ~rogressian c'f 
mn5es in sample lenqth frequency data for swordfish taken in ttc 
tr-est~z-n fatific (results below). The lack of corrobar;;tive 
e v i d e n ~ z ~  ie .g ,  analysis of hard p2rts) and the difficulty of 
d~finiiiz msdes in the upFsr ranges of length frequencies make 
t t e ~ e  results preliminary (Skillman and Young, 1976). 
Faranet_ers K snd Lm of the von E~rtalanffy growth relaticlrl 
-=re estimsted by Y a b e  et al. (1359). Results of their analysis 
were k-0.124 and L-=309 cm (eye fork lenuth). 
'I~IE relation between length and weight, w=alb, was fit to 
sa icple  data fi-on the eastern Pacific by Kurne and Joseph (1969). 
Anal.yses resulted in the following estimates of parameters: 
a=6.50 x and b=2.93. 
Coribining estiicates of lenqth at age and the length/weight 
r ~ l a t i c r n  for the eastern Pacific yields the following growth table 
(Table 7 ) .  
Table 7. Relationship Between Age, Length and Weight of 
( -  
'ec Swmrdfish from the Eastern Pacific Ocean. 
A-TP ( y e a r s )  Lenqth (mm) Round weiqklz (Z;.-r 
f 360 2 
1/ eye fork lenc~th 
- 
There are no estimates of total, natural or fishing msi-tality 
'Di rates f ~ r  swordfish in the Pacific Ocean. Caddy (1577) estimated 
instantan~ous total ( 2 )  and fishing (F) mortality rates for 
swat-dfish in the Atlantic Ocean. The estimate of inztantaneous 
natural mortality, n=(0.21-0.43) provides a first approximation to 
the rate for Pacific swordfish. 
&produc t  i o n  
Larval distribution and gonad studies of SWOL-dfi~h indicate 
t h t  spawninr;. occur-s throughout t.he gear in the equatorial zone in 
the western Pacific (Nishikawa and Ueyanagi, 1974) and in the 
eastern Pacific ( K u m e  and Joseph, 1969). At higher latitudes in 
both the northern and southern hemisphere spawning occurs durlng 
the spring and summer (Matsumoto and Kazama, 1974; Uchiyama and 
/ Shomura, 1974). There is no information on spawning areas or 
"ev times for swordfish in the eastern Pacific. 
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The f~ccnndit:~ cf swordfish in the western Pacific fi.;.: b-rr-I; 
f estimated at bettu-i3~n 3 million and 6.2 million eggs per spa:-.minu 
es 
(Yake et al., 195%; Uchiuama and Shomura, 1974). Fecundity has 
not been estimaters for eastern Pacific swordfish. 
Ttlc sire at firz't spawning for swordfish in the wczt~r-11 
# 
Fa.cific has been estimated at 177 lbs (approximately 6 years of 
aqc) (Uchimaya an.2 Shomura, 1974). 
Micrat isz 
T t t ~ r e  is no Girecli evidence of lcjng-ranue, trans-Pacific 
miuvation nf s w o r 5 f  ish. Coast.wide migration in the eastern 
Pacific is ~uggcsted by recovery of fish tagged off California and 
Baja CaLifci-nia Erginninp in the early 1970s. The few recoveries 
suq~est aigrati~s at least between these two areas. Recent r e ~ o - ~ ~ -  
ery of Japanese Pz:-~line hooks from swordfish captured off 
'uv southern California gives further support to such a hypoth~sis. 
E e a s n n a l  ~;~tt.erns of CFUE in eastern F'acific fisheries were anal- 
yzed f o r  evidence of migration of swordfish. CFUE in the domestic 
Californis fishery was found to be greatest in summer and fail. 
CPUE in the Japwese longline fishery off Baja California was 
greatest. during bcemher and January. This movement of the area 
of high catch rate may indicate coastwide migration. 
S t o c k  S t r u r ~ u r e  
There is little information available to discern the stock 
structur~ of sworsfish in the Pacific. 
Recoveries of tags indicating trans-oceanic migration would 
provide direct evidence of interaction between populations 
exploited in different parts of the Pacific. The only recoveries 
hw 
oC 6%:~~-dfish t q y e d  in the enstern Pacific do not inclu'e 
trans-oceanic recoveries, which suggests separate stocks. HZ\-?- 
uv 
ever, the nlm,ber of tags placed as well as the number of recover- 
ies h2s been too small to conclude any specific stock s t r u c t u l - c .  
Areas of high CFGZ in the Japanese longline fishery in t ? : ~  
Pacific ~ r o v i d e  indirect' evidence of swordfish stock structure: 
There are three distinct areas of high CFUE in the Pacific. The 
f i r s t  is in the north central Pacific between 20°-45ON 1atitud.e 
and 140"i4-13~~~ longitudz; the second cask of Australia betwcen 2 5 O  
-40's iairitude and 1 5 0 ~ - 1 6 0 ~ ~  longitude and the third less 
well-define6 area in the eastern Pacific between ~ C J ~ S - ~ O ~ ~ ~  
latitude and e a ~ t  of 140'~ longitude (Figure 18). 
If CPUE in the lon~line fishery i; proportional to abund ,? .~ rc ,  
this e-cidence cucld s u g ~ ~ s t  three separate stocks. Hcwever, t k s  
b v  nature of the fishfry nxkes this conclusion tentative at b e ~ t .  
Except in c.ertain small areas ( e . q . ,  off Eaja Ca1ifo:-nia), t h e  
fishsry targets principally on the various tuna species. Further- 
m @ r e ,  the specific target species shifts among areas. As thc 
target species shifts the method of sett.ing the gear (e.g. depth, 
t i m ~  of d a y )  sniEts to that appropriate to catch the target 
species. 
This, in turn, means that. the effectiveness of a unit of 
effort at catching swardfish is not consistent throughout the 
areas fished and that CPUE is not strictly comparable among areas. 
Participants at the Billfish Stock Assessment Workshop k:?ld  
in H o n a l ~ ~ l u  in 1977 reviewed the evidence suusesting stock 
structure of s~wrdfish in the Pacific (Shumura, 19E0). They 
'a, 
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concluded t k s t  the e*~-fScnce i s  insufficient to choose a scifc:j f j c  
1 I structure. However, based on evidence of the type outlined a b c v ~ ,  
'Cb- 
t k ~ y  hypthesized tkat swordfish i n  the Pacific are proh?.hl:; 
megbers of e i t h r - u :  41) a single Pacific-wide stock, or ( 2 )  ti,'? 
three separate stacks de~criled above. 
Stock S E t ~ t i i ~  
The status of swordfish stocks i n  the Pacific w a s  assezeed by 
partici~ants at t h ~  1977 Billfish Stock Assessment Workshop 
(Shonura,  1980). S t a t u s  was evaluated using production madel 
analysis. Participants noted that catch and effective effort data 
c~rrcsp~ndlnq to a Pacific-wide stock fall into two groups reflecf 
ing a c h s n ~ 2  in the way t h e  gear was set in the mid-1960s (Figure 
19). ~ Z L E F  fit the nude1 to each data group separately. 
The X E D Z E ~  did not fit the i564-75 data group. Fitting t h e  
'Iv n c d ~ l  to the 1552-G3 data yielded an estimate of maximum sustain- 
able y i ~ l d  ( I - i S Y )  05 44 million pounds per year at an effectiIwe 
e f f o r t  level of 2 . 2  million hooks per five degree square. 
In recent years, the fishery has t a k e n  an average of 31 
miliion lbs (at 1.8 million hooks) &nnually. The participants 
concluded that, assuming a Pacific-wide stock, the rescuk-ce is not 
over-exploited and is in good condition. 
Data representing three separate stocks of swordfish in the 
Pacific were not appropriate to production model analysis. 
Hmever, participants noted that CPUE for the Japanese longline 
fishery did n o t  suggest overfishing of any of the hy~othesiz~C. 
stocks. They concluded that the resource is in good condition. 
. . 
I: 1-c . 19. 221 a t i c r i r h i p  o f  c a l i h  o f  r.:~o;rlii i h  a n d  c f f b c t i v e  f i  s h i n ?  
bf effort- iiic c ;u i l< l ;~- i - . : l  y i c l d  clri-.ic ( S c l ~ z c i c r  p r z l u c r i o n  
t r;..odc.l) is :Il:?!~n f o r  C 2 t 2  l !35Z- lSG3 o n l y .  
Opah (Larnlsk-is r e q i u s  1 
Opah or mo~nfish are found x~rldwide from tropical tc 
* 
temperate oceans. In the eastern Pacific they have been r e p r t e d  
from Cape San Lucas, Baja California, to Ice Bay, Alaska (Miller 
and L F ~ ,  1572). 
They h3ve been taken by longline in mid-ocean waters rar,2in;~ 
from the surface t c ~  1680 feet in depth (Miller and Lea, 1572). 
Tliey were once Sj~l ieved to be fairiy unconmcn, althouuh current.; 
catch rates in California waters indicate that the former is n o t  
and Grc:&j-, 
* Published accounts of opah record them as large as 4.5 feet 
in length and w e i g h t s  up to 160 pounds (Milker and Lea, 1 9 7 2 ) .  
Less substantiated  account^ report them as large as & f e s t  and 5 0 0  
pzunds,  Tirere is no inforniatian on either growth rates or &gins? 
Mortality 
There are no estimates of total, natural or fishing mortality 
fur crpah. 
Reproduct ion 
There is no information available on reproduction in upah. 
mqrat i c ~  
There is no information available on migratory behavior fcr 
opah. 
C 
S t . ~ z k  S ~ ~ L I C L U ~ ~  
There is nu l n fa rna t io r l  available on opah stock s k i - ~ l c t c t - t . .  
S ' r ~ c k  S t 3 t u r  
---- 
- L i t t l e  can be said about the status of opah stoc):;, P c . c ; u c  
t k ~ e  s ~ e c i e s  appears to be t ~ i d e l y  distributed thrc?uqhc.~~~r in a 
nezrsb~ue  &rid o~cn-ocean waters, it is assumed that the  p o i : u l a t i ~ : :  
is in q ~ o d  conditinn. 
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Effects of thi. D r i f t  Gill Net Fishery on Non-Tarcetecf 2c:;o~:-cc:=, 
1 
b Qbscrvat ions 
.. 
Between Oct~ber 3.380 and October 1984 Department of Fir!. ar.2 
personnel okserve.2 d r - i f t  gill net f i s h i n q  oper-a t ionr  on 3 L 5  
occasions. Seventy-nine ( 7 9 )  different vessels were ohser-~ed.~ 
Operation; were obs~rved during each month of the f i;hj.ng 
&>.;ason. All anixzls captured in the observed nets were identiri~5 
a.1.13 counted. In ail cases the oliservations were made from the 
deck of the subject vessel. A sumsary of all animals captured i c  
g i v e n  in TaS1c E .  
Fishes tzi:en in significant nu:~.Sers which are not utili:.-c\-'t 
f o r  foe.5 purFoseE and generally discarded include the blue  si-~:,~-;: 
(Fr:or,r.,ce qla~): :~3  an3 the crcean sunfish (11~113 mlzla)  . 
--
A ~ o n g  niarine  amm ma is unintentionally captured by drift gill 
"rv 
nets, only Cslifornia EEa  lion (Salo~hus caiifornianusj has 
been t a k z n  in larqe enough numbe~-5, prioi- to the 1983 season, to 
contrihut~ in a significant way to an increased mortality for t h s t  
p c ~ p u l a t i s n .  
Blue Shark ( F r i c n ~ - c o  q l a u r a  
Rurinu the  355 nights' obser-vation of the drift gif 1 net 
fleet, as many blue sharks were landed as thresher sharks. In one 
searon the number might reach 15,000 fish. Catch rates as high as 
these could contribute substantially to the income of the 
caw.izercial f isherr.en, except that unresolved spoilage p r c b i ~ r - s  
render this f i s h  unnarketshle. E l u c  sharks must be bled, dreszez, 
and cooled down while still in a freshly caught state. Otherwise, 
8. Drift O i l 1  Mat Obae~vntinn From 1980 - I-sAa (Comb$nedl 
Total Number of Observation . , . r r r . r . . . . . . ~ r * .  399 bay6 - 
Total XuxZcr or E o a t ~  Observed ............... 79 Boats 
COXKCtJ tJIL"1E: JAN FEB P ?  APRIL MAY JUN!UC SEPT . OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
S '+-ttD :.: s 
Eaaking shark 
E l u e  shark 
Eenito shark 
E ~ u l l  shark 
Haznerhcal 
( u n s p e c .  
H a x e r h e a d  
( s r c o t h )  
Scuyfin 
E i c r y e  thresher 
Cozzon thresher 
Pelagic  thresher 
E I L L  FISH 
- 
Gal. sea lion 
Finback whale 
Pilot whale 
M i n k e  whale 
Dolphin 
(unspec . I  
mites ided  
dolphin 
O r (  d N  CD 0 m 
N d rD r i  
r-i r <  

the ure3  content within the tissue begins to change to 
* f o u l - s x ~ l l i n - T  amnonia. Once wrapped in a gill net these fish 
bvf  suffocat~. Since the nets are left in the water overni@it, Lly t f , .  
tinre sc=:.e blue stiarks are retrieved, they may have b e e n  dead ~ Q I I ; ~  
enouqh far this type of spoilage ta have ruined the flesh for Zoci 
purposes. * 
As with other shark species there is a growinq narke t  d ~ n ~ n d  
fur b l u ~  shark;, but not those caught by drift pill netz. An 
e>:&,zl-iuzntal shark lonqline fishery off s~uthern Califorrlia 1-izz 
pro%-ed succeszful in both cspturing and processin7 blue ~h.g-rl:s so 
t h s t  a high quality marketable product results. 
Availability of blue sharks in southern California ~ a t e t z  
d ~ c r ~ a s ~ d  slqnificantly during the 15E2-1983 seascns. Tfiis c c u s ~ : l  
cok~rst-n thkt the high catch rate attributed to d r i f t  gili net TeLiL- 
maF h ~ v e  led to a short-term (seasonail local depletion of blue 
.. 
sharks. Hoxever, assessment of the true impact  was made rncirc 
difficult by the fact t h z t  an oceanwraphic warm-wat.er episoc jz  
referred to as "El Nino" cnificided with the apparent declinz I n  
avaiizbility. Since blue sharks are kno~m to be hiqhly miqratcjry, 
therc exist~d the very real possibility that these sharks s i n p l y  
m o v e d  c u t  of the  area in response to t h ~  influs of wai-met- tthzl~ 
normal 't7ater masse~. 
This suggestion of emmigi-ation from southern C a l i i s f r n i a  
wakers seemsd to be supported by additional factors. The only 
blvc sbzrks c~hich were found in lacal waters durinq the winter o: 
1583 & + r e  all large males. The normal winter component cunristz 
of fenales  and smaller males. The larger males are though= t o  
move into the w a r m g r  offshore waters during this period. Also 
durinq the period of icw abundance off southern Californir;., bl~1.3 
b 
 harks were reparted tr be very abundant in more northern t::itc:-z, 
such as Monterey b y .  
AE the t e f ~ . p e r ~ t u r e ~  turned to a more nornal regimc, y.;t.r:.-ir 
blue sharks and fez2les appear to have returned. * 
In the sprinq and summer of 1984 blue sharks were once aqzin 
abundant in zater  off southern California. It does not n,r~w appear 
t h ~ t  the fishing pressore exerted by drift gill nets is qoing to 
have &ny significa~t ii~pact on the widely distributed, hiyhiy 
z~igrstory blue s h z c k  population. 
Ocean Surif ish (M913- m c h )  
Sunfish have 5 r ~ z  clbserved talcen in large numbers by drift 
g i i l  nets. A i t h ~ u & i  reported to be of excellent food valusz (Sus 
'CV Kato, N F F S ,  per. cezmuz-1.1, sunfish are not currently utilized by 
any d~mestic marke t .  Fort-unately, nearly all sunfish ob~erved 
captured by drift gill nets were alive and appeared to be in good 
condition. They a r e  normally thro~n over-hard and swim away. 
. . 
Occasionally the =ace fish is captured two or three times during a 
single net haul, ti'i-;en after being returned to ths  water the fish 
t.urns the wrong direction and swims back into the net. 
California Sea L i o n  (Zalophus califounianus) 
During the period from October 1950 through November 1582, 95 
California sea lic~s -re observed, having been drowned in drift 
gill nets. Using these data and additional data collect~6 thrclu-li 
at-sea ~Zservations and dockside interviews, Miller and SchcLl 
(1383) estimxted a? awn~al mok-taiity for the drift gill zct 
, fishery of soncwhzre hstueen 700 and 1,200 animals. 
b W  In t h e  fall cf 1 9 E 2  the Department recommend~d that c l ~ ; c ~ ~ r c  r, 
be estab! istcd during the spring quarter around the rno~ t nart>!;-i :? 
and western of the Criznnel Islands, since ttiese islands : re u s ~ r i  
as ronkeries for the California sea lion. It was believed thit 
the sea lions r n o z ~ ~ d  about extensivzly between these islarlds dur i r :~  
the spring monttz during both day and nighttime hours, rcsultinq 
in a high incidence of capture in thzse waters. 
Senzte Bill 1 5 1 2  (Eeverly, E e ~ t .  1382) established ciocu-cs 
around ? a n t s  EGSZ, San Miguel and S s n  Nicolas Island frox 1-ky 1 
throuph July 31 i f i ~ u r e  3 ) .  
Since t h s  e~tzblishriient of these closu~-es to drift yill nei  
operatiozs, obser-catians of sea lion captui-es by drift gill r . e t ~  
have decline3 si-ificantly. 
L ~ e s p i t e  the nartalitg attributed to drift gill nets, a ~ d  k; s 
nunher of other cxlurces throughout California, Miller (Calif. 
Dept. Fist and G z r , e ,  perscnal communication) estimates ths 
population to b~ increasing. Estimates of the total California 
population no;: ranqe ar~urlr l  75,000 afiimals . 
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=PEijDI:< A 
Stock  kzsessment Indices - How Ttiey Are Uzc.:.. 
Since thare is nc practical way t o  directly censuL ck- 
"standing stock" of ~ e s t  marine fishes, particularly  tho:;^ s > z ~ i - -  
w h i c h  are highly pelaqic, several indirect indices are u s ~ d  in .-.:I 
attempt t o  approai~3te denagraphic f e a t u r e s  which t e n d  t o  charac- 
kerize the overall "health" of any fish s tock .  
'Rle f i r s t  and probably most obvious indicator of the healtt: 
of a cem~iercially ex~ioitcd fish stock i s  t he  record of totcl 
&roduction and it3 relatianzhip to fishing eff ort . P~-c:ruma5ly c,-, 
f i s h i n g  e f f o r t  increases, ti,e totai weight or number of fish 
c s u j h t  shculd a l sa  i n c r e a s e ,  at least t o  a point. Such a pcint iz 
reachc3 when tY.e growth of the population thrcjugh reproducticln a,i!i 
b pti~~icai growth in individual weight,  can just barely keep up tt=i 
rate of h s r v e s t i n q .  Beyorld t h i s  p o i n t  f ui-ttil-L- incz-eases in 
e f f o r t ,  or harvesting rate, will cause a decline in the ~ c ~ ~ u 1 . x -  
kion, such that suksequent harvests will also decline. It is tf-is 
point that fisheries biolqists call "Maximum Sustainable Yield". 
Ht is this paint where the hsrvesting rate equals the r a t ?  GF 
L*. . . .  . 
papulatisn growth. The popuistion is, theref ore, in eyur ll:-n;:c-.. 
Since the tctal  population, or stock, neither increases n~?r 
d ~ ~ r a a s e s  a a r e s u l t  of harvesting, the harvest, or y i r l < : i z  ir: 
s 
to be sustainsble. 
A second way that one might describe a population of f i ~ h t z s ,  
rdxicf: cannot be measured directly, is through an index reiei-i-e2 L L ~  
as c~tch-~er-unit-of-effort (CPUEI-. This index at tempts i-9 
messure t f ~ e  density of a population ~f fish. 
Tniz index assuxes that the greater the nunber of fish orcup:..- 
in.? a gi-:.~n space, the greater are the chances of encountering a 
f isk on any given occasion. In  pract. ice t h i s  can mean that if 
t s n  fishernsr, fish in a bcdy of water for one h o u r ,  each c~tchic: 
*i five fish, and then on a second occasiun these sane people fish 
onn hcur 3-nd catch only one fish each, we miqht logically conclude 
that the number of f i s h  occupying that body of water w a s  g r e a t ~ r  
on t he  f i r s t  occasion t h a n  the latter. 
The sarce argument could be applied to the us2 of gi l l .  ncts. 
P is to say t h a t  t h e  nurriier of f i s h  capturzd on any givcn night 
a5 f i s h i n y  is a function of the number of fish available. 
FISH DENStTY+ 
Important limitations to the use of this particular inZez 
include concerns such as: (1) How can one be sure that fish a r e  
as vulnerable to capturd an one occasion as on another? Evcx-y 
fisherman knows that  sonjetimes they just don't bite. Are f i .=h  
always equally vulnerable to capture by gill nets? ( 2 )  If a f i s h  
is migratory, c a n  we be sure that we are looking in the right 
spot? Does the fact that we didnJk catch any fish on one occaclan 
m e a n  that the popzlatial is depleted? ( 3 )  how can WE standardiz~ a 
unit of effort? Kets cone in different lengths, different n ~ s h  
sizes, and there are  .subtle differences in the way they are 
constructed. Alss, don't some fishermen always outfish others? 
Doesn't a given fisherman improve his fishing abi1it.y over tine? 
Tnese are just 3 few of the important. concerns that one must. 
be cognizant of when reviewing the analysis of CPUE data. 
However, given all of these drawbacks, it is st.ill possible 
to observe carisistent trends in plots of CPUE data. When 
consi~tencg can k-fp found, one ought to pay attention to the trend. 
It is with hopes sf discc~vering just such trends that we endeavor 
to create useful  indices of CPUE. 
A third w a y  by which one might describe a population and 
perhaps detect changes in it, employs a graphical procedure called 
a "length-frequency histogram". 
Constructian of the length-frequency histogram requires the 
collection of h d r d s  of fish length mesurements. These 
neasurements are generally collected at some shore station, su~:?~ 
as the wholesale fisb buyers markets. The measurements should be 
I collected, if possible,, throughout the fishing range. Care oust 
be talcen that the fish lmeasured are representative of all fish 
captured. 
once c~liected all ~easurements are grouped into increr!l~r,tal 
categories, so that they may be used to construct a bar graph. , 
Tne horizantal axis 05 this graph represents categories of l .enqt l i ,  
in increasing order. mi? vertical axis represents the number of 
fish which fail into a given lenuth category. Hence the nane 
length-frequency histogrzm. 
A histogram mzy be constructed over any unit c~f time. Gener- 
ally the shorter ths unit of time, the greater the infornation 
which can be obtained from the completed graph. The most desir- 
able situaticn would be to have a large number ~f such graphs, 
each depicting the length distribution of the sampled population 
at some precise instant in time. They would be instructed in a 
continuum throughcut the fishing season. This is rarely 
practical. In practice, a more reasonable time frame is selecte12. 
In any case, for purposes of comparing one histogram to another, 
it is crucial that each be constructed over the same time frame. 
Once constructed, the length-frequency histcyram ~us- . . . i?es  a 
* 
graphical illustration of the length distribution of that part of 
a natural population ghich is vulnerable to capture by a given 
fis%ery. If l ~ r r p t h  at a given age is knorwn, then the histug-rc.r. 
D 
also provides an age distributian. 
Since virtually all fishing gear, or sampling devices, 
including dynamite, are selective in what they capture, due tc: 
(13 time and spatial distribution of different age-class fishes, 
( 2 1  mesh size construction of nets, (3) differing bait 
pref~rences, etc., the length-frequency histogram does nat 
precisely represent t.he population in question. It is, however, 
lcqicsl to assume that any changes which occur in the actual 
psguiation will, zoocer or later, be reflected in the  
b le-~gth-f  requeney histogram. 
It should now be evident that such histo~r~~xls constructed. f c  
CBE seasfin can be compared to ones from subsequent seasons in 
order to de tec t  3.r.y changes occurring in the population, due to, 
-9nq other causes, fishing pressure. 
It is this ability to measure with a fair amount of precisicrrl 
changes occurring in a population which makes the length-frequency 
histogram one of the most powerful of the inferential tools 
available to the fisheries biologist.. 
It appears from the available data th3t the thresher x::;~-;; 
fishery may be showing signs of decline. Interpretation of this 
data is not ZG one-sided as to predict with absolute certainty 
that if no action is taken that the fishery will fail. But in 
light of the apparent trends, it would be wise to at least cen-  
sider soze possible options that miaht be t aken  to avert S U C ? ~  a 
decline. 
Suqqest~d options to reduce total effort in the threshi>- 
shat-l: fishery : 
1. C l o ~ e  the season beginning May 1 through S e p t ~ n b e r  15 
to all drift gill net fishing. Allow the i n c i d ~ n t ~ l  
catch of thresher sharks during the swordfish season 
(September 15 - January 31). 
Efffcts 
T h i s  closure would reduce the total catch of thresher s l n r k s  
by as much a s  50%. It would create a hardship on pgrticrns of the 
current drift gill net fleet. A broad seasonal closure woul& make 
it more difficult to monitor the thresher resource for evidence of 
recovery. 
2 .  Allow the 1985 season to go on as usual. If the 
nqative trends continue during the normal seas~n, take 
further steps at that time. 
Effects 
-- - -. 
Gains one nore year of data, allowing the trend to r.lthzr- ?..- 
confirmed as an accurate assessment or to be disproved. If t t . 2  
b 
thresher- shark resource is currently being over-f ished, the 
additional tlrrvest will ultimately result in a longer r e r s v e r y  
8 
3. A l l ~ w  fishinq during the first w e e k  of each month o n l y ,  
from Play 1 through August 31. Condition further 
closures an assessment of effort level and results of 
subsequent indices. Delete 5 0 / 5 0  shark/sw~rdfish q::ct.? 
from cur-rent Fish and Game Code language, since it 
encourages high levels of effort in the thresher s l is! - !c  
f i ~ t i e ~ - y .  
Eff  r c ' ;  
Since fishing nay be heavier than usual during the open I T E E ! ~ ~  
b. to make up fax- the l o s t  time. this o p t i ~ n  will cause same unkno;;n 
decrease in thresher shark fishing pressure. This reduction in 
total fishing e f f n r t  cannot be predicted accurately at this tin:e. 
Allowing for fishing to con t inue  during some period each 
month shauld allow for acquisition of a comparable data base to 
the indices presently in use. The continuous and predictable 
supply to markets over the course of the season should help EUZ- 
tain current market demand. 
4. Close the season May 1 through June 30 to drift gill 
net fishing. Delete 50/50 shark/swordfish quota fro:a 
Fish and Game Code. 
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Effects 
Shnuid reduce t o t a l  catch of thresher sharks by over k l f .  
T n i s  option cay place less of a burden on enforcement p r . r ~ c n n - z l  
tba-n option no. 3 .  It would tend to place a greatet- hart-;ship cn 
participsting fishermen, since there are not many other v l a b i ~  * 
fisbel-ies in operation during the spring months. 
